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I. Introduction
There is an overlap of interests amongst microbial
ecologists studying fungal decay of litter and
wood, or hyphal growth in soil, and fermentation
microbiologists involved in solid substrate fermentations (SSF) in the sense that they all need to
quantify fungal biomass in materials from which it
cannot be easily extracted. In addition, there is a
common interest in biochemical and metabolic
activities of the fungal mass.
1
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Fermentations are the result of substrate
modification by microbial activity. and aim to obtain marketable products ranging from foods and
beverages, animal feeds, enzymes, to antibiotics,
etc. The physical state of the substrate to be modified varies, and is closely associated with the type
of microorganism to be used, as well as the reactor
in which the fermentation takes place. In principle, two techniques are distinguished, namely
SmF (submerged fermentation, or liquid fermentation) and SSF (solid substrate fermentation).
In liquid fermentations, water-soluble substrate is present in an aqueous continuous phase,
and stirred tank reactors are most commonly used
in such fermentations in which bacteria, yeasts, as
well as many molds, can be grown.
This chapter deals with solid substrate fermentation (SSF). characterized by a porous substrate with a gaseous continuous phase. Although
the porous solid substrate contains water with dissolved water-soluble substrate components, free
flowing water might be absent (Lonsane et al.
1985). The latter type of fermentation is also referred to as solid-state fermentation. Here, the
physical conditions are particularly suitable for
filamentous fungi. SSF is of economic importance
in the production of fermented foods (Nout 1995)
and feeds, as well as microbial metabolites and
biomass, e.g., spores, Table 1 summarizes major
SSF applications.
Compared with liquid fermentations, the major attractive aspects of SSF are (1) better product
quality (e.g., spores, enzyme mixtures); (2) higher
product yield and concentration ( e.g., enzymes,
flavors, gibberellic acid; Kumar and Lonsane
1987) which may reduce downstream processing
costs: (3) cheaper processing of many foods and
feeds which are solid in nature; ( 4) potential for
less wastewater and off-gas production; (5) furthermore, it has been claimed that SSF enables
smaller reactor volumes to be used; this still needs
to be demonstrated at a large-scale production
level. On the other hand, SSF has drawbacks comThe Mvcota J\/
Environmental and Microhial Relationships
\Vick Iovi/Siide rstriin1 (Eds.)
c,J Spnnger-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1997
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Table 1. Some representative solid substrate fermentations

Microorganism

Substrate

Rhizopus, Neurospora Cassava roots
spp.
Lactic acid bacteria
Chopped maize
Rhizopits c1ligc,,\pori1s
RhizoJJUs oryzue
Trich1Jdern1a viride
As1,ergillus awa111ori
Saccharon1yces

Product

Fermentation system

Reference

Detoxified flour

Heap

Essers tt al. (1994)

Silage (animal feed)

Pit

C~annel and Moo- Young

Soybean

1·cmpe

Tray

(1980)
Nout and Rombt1uts ( 1990)

Sugar beet pulp

Edible protein

Packed bed
Rotating druln
Fluidized hed

Durand et al. (1988)
Silman (1980)
H,,ng et al. ( I989)

\\ 1

Enzymes

Potatoes

Proteins

Rice

Koji (fermentation
starter)
/3-Glucosidasc

Agitated tank

Animal feed

Continuous

Cook and L'ampbcll-Platt
(1994)
Deschamps and Huet ( 1984)
flrubant et al. ( I 989)

Spores for

Packed bed

Dcsgrangcs et al. (1993)

heat bran

cereVlSlae

Aspergiflus oryzae

AspergilluJ phoenicis
Sugar beet pulp
Lactt)hacilli and yeasts Animal waste
and maize
Beauveria bassiana
C:Jay granules

Agitated tank

biological pest
control

pared to liquid fermentations, notably its heterogeneity and restricted transport of mass and energy, which tend to result in overheating. local
dehydration, depletion of oxygen, and accumulation of carbon dioxide if no process control measures are applied.
It is of interest to compare the rationale of
biomass estimation and analytical approach of
microbial ecologists studying fungal communities
in, e.g., soil and litter, with those of biotechnologists involved in SSF. As formulated by
Newell (1992), major aims of estimating biomass
in microbial ecology of litter and soil are (1) to
monitor fungal colonization patterns and decomposition rates: (2) to study dynamics of fungal
mycelial growth throughout the season; and (3) to
arrive at an understanding of, and describe nutrient flows and environmental controls on deca~'
rates of litter. In fern1entation technology, the scenario can be quite different from that in nature.
'fhe fungi used as inocula are ( in most cases) of
known origin and have beett studied and selected
as pure cultures i11 the laboratory; fermentation
conditions are kept under close control and are
optimized as well as possible; and consequently
the incubation times during fermentation are as
short as possible.
The major reason for biotechnologists to estimate biomass or related properties of fungi is that
processes must be designed, monitored, and controlled. Ideally, predictive statements on perfor111ance must be made, often with the help of
computer models. The amount of biomass in food

fern1entation is usually significantly higher than in
soil and. to an extent, in litter. Fermentations usually take a few days to complete, during which
period a rather synchronous gro,vth takes place
from germinating spores to adult sporulated mycelium. Consequently, age effects can be very pronounced compared with the situation in nature.
Because of the l1igh biomass density in SSF, overheating and disturbance of the gas atmosphere
becomes a pr,1blem. Metabolic activity consequently plays a prominent role in SSF research.
Perhaps a special. and challenging aspect of
SSF ecology is the study of mixed fungal populations. The monitoring of individual fungal species
as part of a mixed flora requires species-specific
deteclio11 techniques. Although conditions in
soil and litter microbiology may differ considerably from those in fermentations, there is
sufficient overlap of motives and interest of microbiologists to monitor biomass; consequently, there
is ample opportunity for exchange and sharing of
expertjse.
In the context of this chapter, a definition
of bion1ass is very· much inspired by the purpose of
the fermentation process. In principle. total bioand necromass (TBNM) would include all my·celial matter, together with asexual as well as sexual
bodies. In addition. s,,me extracellular material
( e.g., poli,saccharides) adhering to the hyphae
could be considered to belong to TBNM. More
specific types of biomass could be termed: growing
biomass (GBM), biologically active biomass
(ABM), and rcprodt1ctive biomass (RBM). Fro1n
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a functional point of view. these types of biomass
would serve distinct purposes.
Table I shows that SSF is used for the production of edible microbial matter (protein, feed,
tcmpe) In such cases, the total bio- and necromass
(TBNM) is of relevance. No distinction will be
made between bio- and necromass for feeding
purposes. During the fermentation process, all
that is important is to monitor TBNM and achieve
a maximum yield of dry matter.
The situation may be different where the production of metabolites is the aim of the fermentation process. In this situation, the biomass of
relevance is the GBM and ABM part, notably the
hyphal tips (peripheral zone) and the hyphae directly behind them (productive zone) (Bull and
Trinci 1977). Much of the older mycelium and
spore-bearing and fruiting bodies are metabolically less interesting, except in cases where desirable substances such as antiinsectan compounds
need to be extracted from. e.g., fungal sclerotia
(Wicklow et al. 1994). Optimization of such SSF
would require an understanding and exploitation
of the cause-effect relationship between active
metabolism and metabolite production (Huang et
al. 1984). Hence, in such situations, it is more relevant to monitor and. if possible, predict the fungal growth and production of biologically active
substances.
In fermentation technology, the production of
starter material (inoculum) of maximum activity is
essential. In fungal SSF, most inocula consist of
conidiospores or sporangiospores. Mycelium fragments usually have relatively poor reproductive
ability. It is thus obvious that during inoculum
production the yield of RBM biomass is the property to be monitored.
The above examples serve to indicate that the
purpose of the fermentation is an important factor
determining the fungal properties of relevance for
process monitoring and control. Another important aspect affecting the choice of methodology is
the substrate used in the fermentation: can sensors
be introduced into it, or may the substrate interfere with measuring techniques? In addition, it is
important to realize that there is a variety of fermentation systems (e.g., with stationary, or with
agitated substrate; using batch or continuous flow
approaches) which may limit the choice of sampling and sensing devices to be used for process
monitoring and control.
Probably one of the most challenging aspects
of SSF is the penetration and attachment of fungal
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mycelium into the substrate, making it impracticable to physically separate it for the purpose of
quantification. Thus, monitoring of the progression of SSF often has to rely on in-situ (in the
fermenting product) measurements. This may be
done by direct methods (measuring biomass, either TBNM, GBM, ABM, or RBM) or indirectly
(measuring chemical constituents or metabolites).
A distinction will be made between off-line (requiring samples to be taken which are to be analyzed in the laboratory) and on-line approaches
(using sensors placed in the fermentation reactor,
resulting in direct signals).
Special attention will also be paid to the use of
simulation media in the fundamental study of fungal growth and metabolism. Simulation media
may enable the researcher to overcome the problem of fungal invasion of natural substrate, because they can either be degraded, or they are
inert and enable a physical separation of fungal
mass from the substrate.
The estimation and prediction of biomass productivity is of essential importance in industrial
fermentation systems. A critical overview will be
given of the various approaches to describe fungal
productivity by way of mathematical models.
Several excellent reviews were published on
the subject of fungal biomass determination from
the food science (Jarvis et al. 1983) as well as the
natural ecology point of view (Dighton and
Kooistra 1993; Newell 1992).
In the following parts of this chapter, an overview will be presented of methods used for biomass monitoring in SSF research. This overview
cannot pretend to be exhaustive, and the reader is
encouraged to consult, e.g., the extensive review
of Newell (1992) in addition.

II. Methodology
A distinction will be made between off-line and
on-line approaches to monitor biomass. In the first
case, a sample of fermenting material is drawn and
analyzed, typically taking as little as 30min to as
long as a few days before results are available.
In fermentation control, feedback actions (i.e.,
adjustments and fine-tuning of reactor settings
determining environmental conditions, or determination of the right moment for harvesting) require a minimum of delay caused by analysis.
On-line approaches aim to provide real-time data

Table 2. Monitoring fungal matter in solid substrate fermentations
Method

Principle

Scientific

Applicati()n

Limitati()ns

Reference

Simulation models
1. c:olony growth Hyphal extensi()n

Ecology

Growth rate
on agar media

Colony density
variable

De Rcu et al. (1995):
Desgranges and
Durand ( 1990):
Gervais et al. (1988);
Wicgant ct al. (1992)

2. Gravimetry

'/•

Total bio- and
nccromass

Not always
representative l>f

De Ruiter ct al.
(1992b): GutierrezRojas et al. (1995):
Larroehc ct al. (1986);
l,ho1nme and Roux
(1992); Matcham ct al.
( 1985): Nout ct al.
( 1987): Zhu ct al.
(1994)

Off-Line
I. Microscopy

Separation from
substrate and
v.'eighing

SSF

Visualization in
agar film or
membrane filter;
vital staining
optional

S(>il and f(>Od
microbiology

'f<>tal
biovolume and
bio- and/or
necromass:
n1orphology

Recovery,
extraction,
homogenization,
detection

C'.ook et al. (1991):
Davey ct al. (1991):
Hyeong-Chcol et al.
( 1995): Mitchell et al.
( 1990): Newell (1992):
Packer and Thomas
(1990): Scheu and
Parkinson ( 1994 ):
Schni.irer ( 1993)

(~ell wall
COn1p(>nent

SSF

Total l>io- +
necron1ass

Nonfungal chitin.
1nycelial age

Arima and Uozumi
( 1967): Boyle and
Kropp ( 1992): Ito
( 1993); Matchan1 et al.
( 1985): Narahara et al.
( 1982); Wissler et ;ii.
(1983)

Ergosterol

Sterol of fungal
membrane

SSF, fo(>d

Total (bio?)
mass

Substrate
composition,
oxygen level.
method of analysis

Nev.'ell et al. (1988);
N,,ut el al. ( 1987):
Schntirer (1993); Seitz
ct al. ( 1979)

Protein

Nitrogen *6.25*
conversion factor

SSF, food

Protein
enrichment;
less suitable
for bi(>mass
estimation

c:onversion factors,
substrate nitrogen
"
level, age

Auria et al. (1993):
Boyle and Kropp
I 1992): Castillo ct al.
( 1994 ): Gordon et al.
( 1990): Grajek and
Gervais ( I987):
Sargantanis ct al.
( 1993); SaucedoCastenada et al.
( 1990): Xue el al.
(1992)

Enzyme activities

Laccasc,
reductase.
estcrase

Mushrooms,
SSF

Metabolic
activity

Interpretation
needs speciesspecific knowledge

Boyle and Kropp
( 1992): Le Page ct al.
( 1988); Matcham et al.
(1985); Wicgant ct al.
"
(1992)

lmmuno-assay

Specific reaction
with extracellular
polysaccharides

Food.
biotechnology

Total
bio- and
necromass

Cr(>Ss-reactivi ty

De Ruiter ct al.
(1992a.h): Newell
(1992)

ATP

Intracellular
metabolism

Food

Metabolic
activity

ATP content of
substrate

C\>chet et al. ( 1984)

DNA

Protein synthesis

Growth

Limited calibration;
specificity?

Bajracharya and
Mudgett (1980)

2. Biochemistry
Chitin/
glucosa1nine

Table 2. (.'anti111tell
Method

Scientific
• •
or1g1n

Application

Limitations

Reference

Living pr,)pagulcs

'I

Starter
production:
differentiation
of mixed
cultures

Uneven
distribution:
variability:
emphasis l>n
sporulati<ln

Cook et al. (1991):
Jarvis et al. (1983):
M<liimard ct al.
(1995): Nout (1984):
Schni.irer ( 1993):
Silman ct al. ( 1983 ):

Metahlliisn1 of
added C-source
during short
incubation perilld

Soil

Biomass in
substrate-poor
medium

Not practicable
in most f,lnds

Newell (1992):
Wicgant ( 1991)

CO::: from gro\vth
and maintenance

SSF

c:ontrol and
n1odeling

Ratio growth:
maintenance varies
v.-·ith age

Ito ( 1993): Larrochc
et al. (1986): Narahara
ct al. ( 1982): SaucedoCastenada et al. ( 1990)

SSF

Process C<)nlrl>i

Food

M{>nitoring
of first phase
of growth

Sensor placement
in SSF critical

Jarvis ct al. (1993):
Owens et al. ( 1992)

Principle

'

3. Microbiology
Viable count

On-Line
1. Respiration
Substrate-induced
respiration

CO,- in effluent
gas

2. Heat production
Thcrm<lcouples in Metabolic heal
product, or noncontact infrared
or hcatflux
sensors
3. Electrical properties
Cc>nductance and Electrical changes
Impedance
in substrate due
ttl metabolites

De Rcu ct al. (1993):
Saucedo-Castenada et
al. (1990): Silman
(1988)

Capacitance

Electrical Charges
of microbial
membranes

fo{ld. SSF

Signal of
bio1nass

Sensor placement
in SSF critical

Davey et al. (1991):
Pcnaklza ct al. ( 1992)

4. Volatiles

Headspace GLC:
of metabolites

Food

Metabolism

Needs further
development

Borjcsson ct al. ( 1993)

and
sporulation

5. Electromagnetic
.
sensing

FTIR-PAS

}lrotein spectrum

SSF

Mycelial (?)
protein

Requires substratespecific calibration

Gordon el al. ( 1990)

RIR

Spectrum of
water, lipid,
starch. protein

SSF

Biochemical
activity and
substrate
modification

Requires substratespecific calibration

Silman et al. ( 1983)

.,

NIR

Spectra of
glucosaminc and
ergosterol

SSF

Total bio- and
nccr{)Olass

Rctlected light

Color changes
due to biomass
and biochemical
substrate
n1odification

SSF

Total bio- and Needs substratenecromass, and specific calibration
substrate
modification

Ramana Murthv, ct al.
(1993)

Compression,
rupture,
penetration tests

Firmness by
mycelial binding

SSF

Biomass and
substrate
n1odification

Needs substratespecific calibration

Ariffin et al. (1994):
Auria et al. ( 1993);
Kronenberg and Hang
(1985): Nout ct al.
(1985)

Manomctry

Pressure drop in
reactor

SSF'

Biomass and
substrate
modification

Needs substrateand react<lr-spccific
calibrations

Auria et al. (1993)

•

Dcsgranges ct al.
(1991b)

6. Consistency
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using sensors in the reactor vessel, thus omitting
sampling.
For the purpose of calibration of indirect
n1ethods. and for laboratory-scale fundamental
investigations, several simulations of SSF conditions are created, enabling a direct, often gravimetric, quantification of biomass. As many of the
in-situ methods have been compared with direct
biomass determinations under simulated conditions. we will first consider these. As a general
guide. Table 2 summarizes the major approaches
and their relevant properties.

A. Simulation Media
1. lr1ert Carriers and Gravimetry
Several studies on fungal biomass have been related to total 1nass produced in liquid shaking cultures (Matcham et al. I 985; De Ruiter et al.
1992b). This method has its roots in classical microbiology: it gives a direct n1easure of TBNM
without distinction between biomass and necromass (weight TBNMg· 1 substrate). Obviously, this
is the simplest way to produce easily separable
fungal mass, i.e., by filtration followed by washing
and drying. However. conditions in liquid cultures
may riot be representative of SSF situations. In the
area of SSF research a nun1ber of methods employing inert carriers were developed. We found
that the porous structure of solid substrate could
be simulated in agar-solidified filterable growth
media (Nout et al. 1987). The agar medium ma)'
be used in tl1e shape of particles. and can be separated from the biomass by melting and diluting in
water in a microwave oven. A different approach
is to use inert carriers such as pumice stones, vermiculite (Lhomme and Roux 1992), amberlite
resin (Gutierrez-Rojas et al. 1995), or pozzolano
(Larrocl1c et al. l 986). which can be imbibed with
nutrient solutions. Total fungal mass can be
weighed after extracting the medium by washing,
followed by drying. Compared to these rigid materials, the use of fibrous or elastic inert carriers such
as polyester, glass wool (Lhommc and Roux
1992), or polyurethane foam (Ozawa et al. 1993;
Zhu et al. 1994) has even more advantages, as the
fermentation liquid can be squeezed out and can
be replaced with fresh medium for semicontinuous cultivation. In many cases, no attempt
is made to physically separate the fungal mass
from its carrier; a weight difference after drying is

assumed to be the bio- plus necromass. lt is clear
that the weight ratio of fungal mass: carrier will
influence the accuraC)' and significance of such
mass data.
2. Estimation of Specific Growth Rate
from Colony Diarneter Increase
Perhaps the simplest approach to quantifying fungal growth is to measure, as a function of incubation time, the diameter of colonies emerging from
a single-point inoculation on solid agar media in
petri dishes. This approach, which originates from
fungal ecology, is a direct method with mass
expressed as (area of'fBNMg- 1 substrate): no distinction can be made between biomass and
r1ccromass. Assuming that the fungal colony is
homogeneous. its extension could be used to estimate the specific growth rate µ as a function of,
e.g., water activity (Gervais et al. 1988; Gibson et
al. 1994). CO, concentration in the gas phase
(Desgranges and Durand 1990), or of interspecies
interactions (Wiegarrt et al. 1992). Trinci (1969,
1971) demonstrated that the effect of temperature
on the radial growth rate of fungal colonies reflects the effect on the specific growth rate. A constant colony density is not a prerequisite for this
t)'pe of measurement. but a constant length of the
peripheral growth zor1e arid a constant ratio between colony radial growth rate and linear hyphal
extension rate are required. Nevertheless, this approach has only limited value, as Molin et al.
(1992) demonstrated that the latter requirement is
not fulfilled when the effect of the water activity is
studied, because the distribution of the branching
angle changes with water activity.
In this approach, the use of pregrown
microcolonies (De Reu et al. 1995) achieved
highly reproducible growth data. However, these
authors also observed that the colony diameter is
not a reliable index for TBNM as the density· of
fungal colonies was found to be strongly influenced by, e.g., nutrients and 0 2 levels (De Reu et
al. 1995).

B. Off-Line Approaches
1. Microscop)'
Direct microscopic detection of fungal material
has been in use in mi,cology and in food quality
control since as early' as 191]. The Howard mold
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count as developed for tomato products lacks precision (Jarvis et al. 1983) as the food matrix masks
an unknown number of fungal parts and the
method lacks the crucial homogenization step. In
principle, microscopic examination of fungal fermented materials offers unique opportunities,
e.g., to study the penetration of hyphae into
solid media (Mitchell et al. 199()), to examine the
mycelial morphology (i.e .. total hyphal length,
mean hyphal length, number of growth tips,
branching frequency) as an indicator of metabolic
activity (Packer and Thomas 1990), or to distinguish different organisms growing in mixed culture (Cook et al. 1991 ). Again, this approach is a
direct method (length or area of BNM g- 1 substrate) with a possibility of distinguishing NM
from BM.
For quantitative determination of mycelial
mass in solid fermented materials, the first step
required is an extraction/homogenization. This
may be relatively easy from a laboratory agar
medium (Schnilrer 1993) or from soil (Scheu and
Parkinson 1994), but sticky or fatty fermented
foods tend to smear, making separation of the
biomass more difficult. A compromise needs to be
found between adequate homogenization of the
sample, and prevention of excessive damage to the
biomass (Newell 1992).
Next, the homogenate is either diluted in agar
and the mycelium is examined in agar films
(Cook et al. 1991; Davey ct al. 1991), or the mycelium is separated on a membrane filter for
epifluorescence microscopy. 'fhe Jones-Mollison
technique for agar film preparation was described
in 1948 for the examination of soil samples and is
still widely used. Epifluorescence (Scheu and
Parkinson 1994) is suitable only when the fermented material can be adequately separated by
prefiltration or sedimentation, failing which an extent of underestimation of biomass will occur
(Newell 1992).
A seemingly simple approach to quantify fungal mass is by estimating its total hyphal length. in
I
fermented products expressed as km g dry substrate (Cook et al. 1991; Davey et al. 1991). However, the diameter of the mycelium. usually an
average of measurements taken at a number of
randomly chosen locations, is required to calculate the biovolume (Schnilrer 1993). Finally, a
conversion of biovolume to biomass is possible
when the specific density and dry matter content
(Schnlirer 1993) of the particular mold are known.
Conversion factors from volume to dry matter or
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biomass-carbon are rather variable (Newell 1992).
Young mycelium had a higher specific density
than old ( empty?) mycelium (Newell and StatzellTallman 1982). This variability may result in considerable inaccuracy in materials containing a
mixture of (unknown) molds of uncertain history.
In order to achieve realistic mass data, the mold
inocula should be calibrated for their density and
dry matter content as a function of physiological
conditions; this limits the biovolume approach to
situations where the physiological conditions do
not vary significantly during the fermentation.
Thus, although the approach of estimating hyphal
length may seem simple. in practice it has severe
limitations.
For qualitative purposes, visualization of biomass can be greatly enhanced by contrast stains
such as fluorescent brighteners (Jarvis et al. 1983),
phenolic aniline blue (Davey et al. 1991 ), and
calcofluor white M2R (Scheu and Parkinson
1994). Given the fact that polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies have been raised to the extracellular immunogenic polysaccharides of Aspergi/lus,
Penicilli,,m, and various mucoralean molds (De
Ruiter et al. 1992a), the immunofluorescent
marker technique should be useful for detection
of their biomass. This has not yet been reported,
however, and it may well be that confounding factors, e.g., autofluorescence of the food matrix, or
variable or cross-reactivity create problems. In
addition, image analysis technology can significantly speed up the process of examining cultures
(Packer and Thomas 1990).
An important aspect is whether one should be
interested in the total mass (TBNM) which has
been produced, or only in the metabolically active
part. A semiquantitative approach to metabolically active biomass employs fluorogenic substrates, notably FDA (Fluorescein Di Acetate) to
visualize living spores and hyphac. In this method,
which was described earlier for soil analysis
(Hyeong-Cheol Yang et al. 1995; Newell 1992),
FDA diffuses into the living cell and is split by the
prevailing esterasc activity. Fluorescein cannot
leave the cell because of its polarity; using imaging
technology, the intensity of the fluorescence can
be quantified as an index of vitality. As one needs
to distinguish the intracellular esterase from the
extracellular environment, the extraction and homogenization treatment must be adequate but not
destructive. Whereas the use of high-speed homogenizers is reported in many publications, we
suggest the use of a stomacher-type homogenizer
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such as used in food microbiology (Nout et al.
1987).
2. (Bio )chemistry
As an alternative of direct detection and quantification of fungal mass. characteristic (bio )chemical
compounds or activities could be measured as an
index of mass and/or metabolic activity. Generally. such index compounds represent only a small
fraction of the mycelial weight (i.e .. glucosamine
at about 2% of TBNM). Consequently, a weak
point of such indirect approaches is that small deviations of detected levels of index compounds
would translate to considerable variations in extrapolated mass values.
Glucosamine / Chitin. Most fungi contain chitin in
their cell walls. Chitin can be chemically determined as its monomer, N-acetyl-glucosamine, or
simply glucosamine. One of the first reports of this
technique originates from SSF research and was
aimed to monitor the growth of Aspergil/us oryzae
in rice koji (Arima and Uozumi 1967); the mold
was reported to contain 114mg glucosamine per
gram of mycelium dry matter. The method is used
widely in wood and litter microbiology (Jarvis et
al. 1983; Boyle and Kropp 1992), as well as in some
solid substrate fermentations (Narahara et al.
1982; Wissler et al. 1983; Matcham et al. 1985; Ito
1993). The basic assumption is that fungi possess
equal amounts of glucosamine per unit mycelial
mass in liquid as well as in solid cultures. Surprisingly. this has never been validated using model
solid substrates. The glucosamine method (mg
glucosamine g·' substrate) is an indirect approach
representing TBNM without distinguishing NM
and BM.
According to Jarvis et al. ( 1983) and Newell
( I 992) there are several sources of variability associated with the glucosamine method. The most
important relate to the complexity and variability
of the chemical method. and to the significant increase of fungal glucosamine content with progressing mycelial age (Wissler et al. 1983; Boyle
and Kropp 1992). A number of contradicting data
have been published on this issue. Desgranges et
al. (1991a) found that Bea1,veria bassiana cultivated on agar media for 120 h had a constant
glucosamine: dry matter ratio, despite the fact
that extensive sporulation occurred, whereas
other biomass indicators had a varying ratio. However, the glucosamine content of the dry matter

varied considerably with medium composition.
Ride and Drysdale ( 1971) obtained the same
result for Fusariun1 oxysporum during 2 weeks.
On the other hand. Whipps and Lewis ( 1980)
have shown that the composition of Fitsc1ri1,m
oxysp(Jrt,m changes with age after 5 weeks. In experiments with pregrown microcolonies of Rltizopus oligospor11s on defined agar media, we
observed a continuous increase of the glucosamine/dry matter ratio with age (Rinzema et
al.. unpublished. cf. Fig. I). It has been assumed
that age effects do not play a disturbing role in the
fermentation of rice with A. ,,ryzae (Narahara et
al. 1982; Ito 1993), or of rye with Agaricus
l,ispor,,s (Matcham et al. 1985). However, this
assumption has not always been verified. For
instance. Narahara et al. (1982) measured only
glucosamine. CO 2, and 0 2 without measuring fungal dry matter. Obviously. it is not possible to
draw conclusions on age effects on the basis of
such data. Clearly. age effects must be checked
before glucosamine can be taken as an indicator
for fungal dry matter. taking into consideration
the relevant "time window" for the process under
study.
The fact that nonfungal (i.e., invertebrate)
biomass may contribute to glucosamine levels
does not need to influence the results. since these
levels will. in general, not change during fungal
growth.
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Fig. 1. Biomass dry matter (e) and glucosamine ( ■) development during cultivation of R. r1ligocJpl>ru.1· colonies on
agar with mineral glucose medium. Sytnbols indicate 1neasurcmcnts, lines indicate fitted models. A combination of
exponential growth and decay and the logistic la\\.' ,vere
used to fit the dry matter and glucosaminc date. respectively. (A. Rinzema et al.. unpubl.)
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Ergosterol. Ergosterol is a membrane-associated
sterol \\ hich occurs almost exclusively in fungi.
1
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wall. In principle, fungal protein could thus he
used as a che-mical index for mass. Protein determinations such as commonly used in water and

This makes it more characteristic for fungal biomass than glucosamine. One of the first reported
applications of the ergosterol method stem from
the quality control of cereals and seeds (Seitz et al.
1979). This method is an indirect method (mg ergosterol g- 1 BM) representing BM, including fungal spores (Desgranges et al. 1991a).
The analysis involves extraction in methanol
and saponification of ergosteryl-exters, followed
by HPLC with UV detection at 281 mm (Seitz et
al. 1979, Newell et al. 1988: Schniirer 1993; Scheu
and Parkinson 1994). There is a need for standardization, as sample pretreatment (drying, freezing,
lyophilization) may lead to variable reductio11s
of recovery (Newell et al. 1988). Of Rhizopus
,,ligosporus biomass, 86% of ergosterol was extractable as such, whereas about 1()% occurred as
saponifiable esters (Nout et al. 1987). It would
appear that some ergosterol could be extracted
only after previous saponification of the sample
(Nout et al. 1987), but this procedure had a lower
overall recovery (Newell et al. 1988).
Reported ergosterol contents are usually of
the order of 5 µg mg-' biomass dry weight, but sig-

rial by increasing the protein content, e.g. by
growing A.,pergi/1,,s tamarii (Xue et al. 1992) or
Tr;chu,lerma viri,le (Grajek and Gervais 1987:
Durand and Chereau 1988) on sugar beet pulp, or
Aspergi/1,,s niger on cassava (Saucedo-Castenada
et al. 1990), wheat bran (Auria et al. 1993) or
sweet potato residue (Yang et al. 1993). In

nificant variations may be expected from sources

such instances, it makes sense to measure true

including species (Newell 1992) and growth conditions. It was suggested (Nout et al. 1987) and demonstrated (Desgranges et al. 1991a) that the
substrate composition, e.g., lipid content, has a

protein, e.g., by the Lowry method, as this is the
targeted compound of the process. It would not be

strong influence on ergosterol content of biomass.

soil mycology constitute an indirect approach
(g protein g- 1 substrate) representing TBNM.
Whereas this could be a feasible approach in environments with a low endogenous protein content
such as water (Newell and Statzell-Tallman 1982),
soil (Scheu and Parkinson 1994), or \\'ood (Boyle
and Kropp 1992), most food substrates contain
proteins which cannot be easily distinguished from
fungal cellular protein. The complexity of applying protein measurement for estimation of fungal
mass increases even more when the microorgan-

ism is able to produce extracellular protein.
Nevertheless, protein determinations are
commonly carried out to monitor SSF. Several
processes were developed with the purpose of increasing the nutritive value of low-protein mate-

essential to convert protein into fungal mass in
such cases.

It \\'as shown that reduced oxygen le,-els reduced

Several attempts were made to convert protein data, obtained from either Lowry or Kjcldahl

the ergosterol content of Rhiz<Jp11s (J/ig(>sporus

nitrogen measurcme11ts, to biomass. Conver-

(Nout et al. 1987). On the other hand, mycelial age
and growth temperature do not appear to have a
great impact on the ergosterol content (Nout et al.
1987; Newell 1992). On the wh,,le, this shows that
the usefulness of ergosterol as a fermentation
para1neter depends very much on the extent of
calibration of the fermentation organism.
An interesting aspect of ergosterol is that it is
degraded in dying mycelium (Newell 1992), and
correlates well with markers for metabolic activity
(Scheu and Parkinson 1994). It was suggested that
the combination of glucosamine and ergosterol
determinations may enable a differentiation of
NM vs. BM (Newell 1992). However, both chemi-

sion factors (protein %
biomass dry weight)
used include 27.6 for Rh;z,,p,,s u/;gosp,>rus
(Sargantanis et al. 1993), from 21 (Auria et al.
1993) to as high as 47 (Saucedo-C_'.,1stcnada et al.
1990) for Asperg;//us nil!,er, and 37 for a mixture of
Trichc1cler111a re,·sei and Asper1sill11s niger (Castillo
et al. 1994). In addition, protein content of liquidgrown mycelium of Aspergil/11s niger has been
used to calibrate protein data of SSF in inert
media (Gutierrez-Rojas ct al. 1995), Studies on
growth media with high and low nitrogen levels
indicated that the protein content of fungal biomass may correlate with the nitrogen content of tl1e

cal analyses are time-consuming and thus less suit-

have significantly lower protein contents (Boyle
and Kropp 1992), possibly because of cytoplasmic
depletion.
In addition to chemical protein anal)•sis, it
would be possible to estimate true protein by

able for monitoring relatively rapid SSF processes.
Protein. Fungal matter contains various proteins
present in the cytoplasm, membrane as well as cell

,,f

environment, whereas older mycelium tended to
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FTIR-PAS (Fourier transform-photoacoustic
spectroscopy; Gordon et al. 1990). Calibrated on
Lowry protein determinations. it appears that this
method requires testing of serially diluted
samples, as the linearity is rather limited. Investigations have also been made into the incorporation of mineral nitrogen into biomass protein
using 15 N in ( 15 NH 4 ),S04 (Wissler et al. 1983).
Comparison of the percentage 15 N in available nitrogen before fermentation and in the protein
fraction after fermentation showed that this
method gave results comparable to the Kjeldahl
determination of TCA-precipitated protein.
Enzyme Activities. Perhaps the most important
aspect of fermentation is the (extracellular) enzyme activity produced by the fermenting microorganisms. Substrates for SSF are usually preheated
for pasteurization, hence they will have minimum
endogenous enzyme activity. In such cases, any
easily detectable enzyme activity could be measured to monitor the progress of fungal metabolism. In native substrates with still active
endogenous enzymes, a more fungal-specific enzyme activity will be more appropriate. The measurement of enzyme activities. originates from
composting and fermentation microbiology, and
it could be referred to as an indirect method (units
g-' substrate) related to metabolically active
biomass. However. as enzvme
activities and
•
productivities tend to be influenced by many
environmental factors, it is not always practicable
to translate enzyme activities into biomass. To
the present, laccase has been used to monitor Agaricus bisporus in compost, measured
either spectrophotometrically after reacting
with syringaldazin (Wiegant et al. 1992) or by
oxygen consumption when reacting with pphenylenediamine (Matcham et al. 1985). Esterase
activity can be conveniently measured by
fluorometry measuring the release of fluorescein
from FDA (fluorescein diacetate) (Schniirer and
Rosswall 1982; Boyle and Kropp 1992). Another
option is to measure reductase activity by
spectrophotometric detection of formazan formed
by reduction of INT [2-(p-iodophenyl)-3-(pnitrophenyl )-5-phenyltetrazoliumchloride]
(Le
Page et al. 1988). Particularly during the initial
active growth phase, accumulation of enzyme activitv• tends to correlate with increased biomass.
From a pragmatic and functional point of view, this
may yield valuable information during SSF.

lmmuno-Assay. Polyclonal or monoclonal antibodies raised against immunogenic extracellular
polysaccharides (EPS) in the fungal cell wall can
be used in immunoassays for fungal cell walls. This
is an indirect technique (unitsg 'substrate) which
appears to originate in food microbiology. The
level of EPS relates to the surface area and thus
the volume of biomass. Newell(! 992) discusses in
detail the principle of immunoassays, and the detection systems utilized. lmmunoassays for fungal
mass constitute a powerful and highly sensitive
detection tool for food quality assurance (De
Ruiter et al. 1992a,b). The thermal stability of the
EPS enables detection of fungal contamination,
even in heatprocessed foods, e.g., fruit juices and
jams. The reactivity of antibodies still needs considerable investigation. This includes aspects such
as cross-reactivity with (food) substrate components or with nontarget fungal genera, and occasional lack of reactivity in the presence of certain
substrates, or with certain species within a target
genus.
Immunoassay for the purpose of general fungal biomass determination is at present not in
practical use; but the technique could prove
extremely valuable in differentiation of fungal
growth in mixed cultures.
ATP. Determination of microbial ATP using the

luciferin-luciferase reaction is commonly used
in food microbiology as an indirect approach
(nmol ATP g-' substrate) to detect bacteria and
yeasts in foods. Extraction of microbial cells from
the food is required in order to eliminate interference by food intrinsic ATP (Jarvis et al. 1983). The
detection is sensitive and rapid. Intracellular ATP
of Trichoderma reesei has been measured in cellulosic media (Cachet et al. 1984 ). The ATP content
increased rapidly during the initial active growth
phase and declined thereafter. ATP content
proved to be an interesting indicator to mark the
end of the active growth phase, which marks the
start of cellulase excretion by the mold.

DNA. The accumulation of intracellular DNA
could serve as an indicator of fungal growth.
This could also be termed an indirect method
(mgDNAg-' substrate) of which it is not yet fully
investigated whether it relates to biomass only, or
to the total of biomass and necromass. Indeed, it
was shown for Aspergill11s ory zae growing on rice
(Bajracharya and Mudgett 1980), that the DNA
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content increased rapidly during the initial growth
phase. Calibrated against liquid-cultivated mycelium the biomass contained (l.3% DNA which decreased to 0.2% at the end of the active growth
period. Further data were not given, but it appears
that the DNA measurement could serve a purpose
similar to the ATP determination. It remains to
be investigated what background inaccuracy is
caused by endogenous DNA from the fermented
substrate. Possibly the level of RNA would be an
even better indicator of fungal ABM.
Volatiles. Cereal grain-associated strains of
Penic·il/ium and Asperf!ill11s spp. were found to
generally produce volatiles including 2-methyl-1propanol, 3-methyl-1-butanol and 3-methyl-furan
(Borjesson et al. 1993). Quantification of these
substances using headspace gas liquid chromatography (GLC) showed that their levels increased
with incubation time, and especially with sporulation. The monitoring of headspace volatiles (µg
g-• substrate) could thus be used as an indirect
approach relating to physiological activity of biomass. Whereas the approach of GLC headspace
analysis will be of primary interest to detect spoilage in a very early stage, it might conceivably he
applied to SSF, e.g., to serve as a functional signal
in the production of aroma compou11ds.

3. Viable Count Methods
Whereas the cultivation of viable cells (colonyforming units g I substrate) is a common and valid
technique when dealing with unicellular microorgansisms including bacteria and most yeasts.
filamentous fungi present several problems. The
major problem is that the number of viable mold
propagules (colony-forming units) represent an
extent of sporulation, rather than mycelial biomass, as was shl1wn, e.g., with As11erg;//us awa111ori
(Silman et al. 1983). In addition, uneven distribution of fungal mass through the substrate matrix
results in large standard deviations. Factors influencing the variability of viable mold counting
techniques are discussed by Jarvis et al. (1983) and
Nout (1984).
Despite these drawbacks, viable count
methods have a specific role to play as a direct
reproductive biomass-related approach. When
mass-producing mold inoculum, spore count relates directly to potential yield of inoculum. In
addition, viable cou11ting was show·n to correlate
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well with hyphal length when non-sporulating
molds were studied, e.g., F11sariLLn1 culmorum
(Schniirer 1993). Another functional application is
the study of the growth of individual species in
fungal mixed cultures, e.g., with Penicilli11m
camembertii and Geotrichum candidz,n1 in
camembert cheese (Molimard et al. 1995) and to
distinguish the biocontrol agent Trichoderma
harzianum from Fusarium culm()rum in stored
wheat (Cheetham et al. 1995). The use of viable
counting in combination with direct microscopic
determination of hyphal length was successfully
employed to demonstrate that in tape (fermenting
rice) higher counts of yeasts comparable to molds
overestimate their importance in the fermentatio11, as the molds represent 85-95% of the total
biomass (Cook et al. 1991).

C. On-Line (In-Line) Approaches

In principle, this section deals with on-line methods using sensors within the reactor system giving
real-time signals which can be interpreted instantaneously, and which can thus be directly used for
optimization of the fermentation process by finetuning of environmental conditions. Also mentioned are some approaches requiring sampling
and analysis; the characteristic of the analysis
being that it is rapid. i.e., yielding data within
minutes.
1. Respiratory CO, Production
Two distinct approaches are used to relate respiratory activity to biomass. The first, substrateinduced respiration (SIR) has been developed
to estimate living biomass in soil samples. To a
sample of soil, a solution is added containing minerals, glucose, and a suitable antibiotic, e.g., streptomycin, to inhibit bacterial metabolism (Wiegant
1991; Newell 1992). The suspension is incubated
during a few hours in closed serum bottles and the
released CO, (µmolh-' g- 1 substrate) is measured
in the headspace by, e.g., GLC. The method can
he calibrated with known quantities of mycelium.
Alternatively, Wiegant (199 I) determined a specific CO, production rate of 35mlh- 1 g- 1 of
Scytali1/i11m thermophil11m mycelium when incubated in liquid medium at 45 °C. Assuming that
during the test no growth takes place, and that dry
biomass contains 50% carbon, the biomass v. 1as
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estimated to be 14mg biomass C per mlh-' of produced CO,. As most fermenting materials contain
significant quantities of substrate, the controls
would give too strong a background. This makes
the method less attractive for use in SSF.
The second approach is to measure on-line

CO, levels in the effluent gas of bioreactors. In its
simplest form, CO 2 production is monitored as a
function of time, as was done with Aspergill,1s
,,wamori growing on wheat bran (Silman et al.
1983). Although this does not yield biomass data,
valuable information is obtained with relative
ease, about the onset of the fermentation, and the
metabolic activity of the mold. Studies with Aspergilltis CJf),'zae growing in rice koji, in which
complementary biomass estimations were made,

indicate that CO, development is detectable long
before a significant increase of biomass can be

measured, and that the cumulative CO, production does not really reflect the total accumulated
biomass, but gives a better representation of the

assimilation of the carbon source (Larroche et al.
1986). It was shown that, initially, CO, production
was mainly due to growth of A. ,,ryz,,e, and that,
gradually. the growth-related CO, strongly declined but that maintenance-associated CO, production became dominant (Ito 1993). Using
mathematical models, a prediction may be made
of the CO, evolution during the fermentation.
1"his was attempted for Asr>ergillus niger growing
on cassava (Saucedo-Castenada et al. 199()) and
for Rhiz,,pus ol(~osp,,r,1s growing on soybean (De
Reu 1995).

2. Respiratory 0 2 Consumption
Several authors (Narahara et al. 1982: Kim et al.
1985: Rodriguez Leon et al. 1988; Soccol et al.
1993) used Pirt's linear growth law to fit the observed relation between specific respiration rate
and specific growth rate, i.e.:
Q=l/Y*µ+m,
where Q is the specific respiration rate (0 2 consumption or CO, production), µ is the specific
growth rate, Y is a stoichiometric coefficient, and
m is the maintenance coefficient. However, Pirt's

law is valid only for growing biomass (Beeftink et
al. 199(1). At a certain point, the fungal biomass
will start to differentiate or decay, and deviations
from Pirt's law are likely to occur. These deviations may depend upon the biomass indicat,,r

used, because the ratio between the indicator and
biomass dry weight can vary with the age of the
biomass, as was demonstrated for glucosamine
and nitrogen.

3. Heat Production
During SSF, considerable amounts of heat are generated. The heat production (Jg-' substrate) in a
mass of fermenting solid substrate can be a very

effective index of metabolic activity, relating to
growing biomass. The use of heat-sensing technology has developed particularly in food and biotechnology SSF. Local temperatures as well as
temperature gradients can be monitored using
thermocouples. This was attempted for Aspergilltts niger growing on cassava (Saucedo-Castenada

et al. 199()), and with better results during the
heating phase of a packed bed reactor with Rhiz,,pus rJ!ig<J~porus growing on soybeans (De Reu
1995). Whereas thermocouples need to be placed
in the product, noninvasive devices, e.g., a heatflux
sensor attached to the exterior reactor wall, or an
infrared sensor placed about 5 cm from the reactor
wall (Silman 1988) have been used in As1>ergill,1s
a,vam<Jri fermentations. The latter techniques

have as an advantage that they do not compromise
the sterility of the product. On the other hand, they
would he less suitable for measuring gradients.
Another aspect of heat accumulation is that
control mechanisms are required in order to avoid

the substrate temperature exceeding Tm," for
growth. Using thermocouple technology in a rotating drum reactor, it is possible to activate mixing and cooling on the basis of temperature signals
(De Reu et al. 1993). This is an example of how
on-line monitoring can function as a fermentation
control leading to optimization of the process. It
remains to be demonstrated that this simple control method can be applied to industrial solid-state
fermentors with lower area-to-volume ratio.
4. Electrical Properties
During microbial growth, the conductance (Sg-'
substrate) of the surrounding medium decreases
due to uptake of NH; and reactions of thus released H" with buffers, while it is increased by
release of NH;, organic acids and, e.g., H,Co,(Owens et al. 1992). Measuren1ent of conductance
and impedance have become commc)n in food microbiology to detect levels of approx. 10'' fungal
conidia in food, within about 4h (Jarvis ct al.
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1983). More interesting for use in SSF, the conductance as measured with an electrode permanently
located in the fermenting mass gives a useful online signal of the onset of fungal metabolism such
as demonstrated for Rhizoptis <)lix<JS/J<Jrt1s in
quinoa (Penaloza et al. 1992) and soybean (Davey
et al. 1991).
Another aspect of electrical properties is that
the membranes of intact cells are electrically
charged. It is thus possible to concentrate, separate, and even identify unicellular organisms in a
liquid medium by dielectrophoresis (Betts 1995).
Whereas this technique is not (yet) suitable for online use in SSF, monitoring of the capacitance (F
g- 1 substrate) of the SSF mass at 0.30 MHz has
been shown (Davey et al. 1991: Penaloza et al.
1992) to give on-line signals representing living
biomass. After an initial steep increase of the signal, the capacitance decreases when the mycelium
starts dying. The technique allows only permanent
placement of a sensor and is rather sensitive to-

wards reactor geometry and packing density of the
substrate. From this point of view, it would therefore be best suited to applications in nonagitated
fermentation systems. However. the gradients occurring in nonagitated systems render the use of a
fixed sensor less representative.

5. Electromagnetic Sensing
Reflected infrared analysis (RIR) is applied in
food analysis to estimate levels of, e.g., moisture,
protein, fat, and carbohydrates. It is a fast method
and is suitable for automatization. RIR has been
applied in SSF (Silman et al. 1983) and was found
suitable to monitor changes of water, oil. starch.
and protein content in the substrate. It could thus
be used to indicate biochemical substrate modification. As mentioned earlier, FTIR-PAS (Fourier
transform infra-red-photo acoustic spectroscopy)
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As a result of biomass formation, sporulation
as well as biochemical reactions taking place in
the substrate. the color of the fermenting mass
changes. Tristimulus analysis of reflected light was
attempted (Ramana Murthy et al. 1993) to monitor Aspergil/11.s r1iger fermentation of wheat bran.
As the calibration did not take enzymatic browning into consideration, and only limited data were
given of the fermentation curve. it is not possible
to evaluate the usefulness of this technique.

6. Consistency
Particularly during static SSF (as opposed to agitated SSF). the substrate particles become
strongly bound into a solid mass by the mycelium.
Consequently, its resistance to penetration will
increase. Several methods were developed to

monitor the progress of the SSF by measuring
force required to break SSF material (Nout et al.
1985). to bend a solid slab of tempe (Ariffin et al.
1994 ), to penetrate fermented mass (Kronenberg
and Hang 1985). or to measure the consistency of
the substrate freed from mycelium (De Reu et al.
1996). These approaches appear primitive. but
they can yield valuable information on functional
properties, e.g., firmness and sliceability of tempe,
or loss of firmness. and thus attractiveness. by extensive degradation of nonstarch polysaccharides

(De Reu et al. I 996). Most of these methods
would be in-line rapid assessments: it is conceiv-

able. though, to install consistency sensors on-line.
Changes in porosity due to occupation of the

interstitial gas spaces result in an increased pressure drop across aerated packed-bed reactors. An
increase in pressure drop was correlated with re-

spective phases of Aspergillus niger growth in SSF
(Auria et al. 1993). Although this is a parameter
which is easy to measure, extreme care should be

taken because of the shrinkage which often takes
place in static SSF due to evaporation. When the

has been used for noninvasive protein sensing.
RIR methods for direct measurement of glucosamine and ergoster(Jl, and residual sucrose and
nitrogen levels on solid fermentation media have

drop measurements.

been compared to manual methods (Desgranges
et al. 1991 a.b ). The RIR methods were as accurate
as the manual methods. Generally. infra red sens-

D. Comparison of Estimates

mass in a packed-bed reactor shrinks, false air

channels may be formed which obscure pressure

ing requires extensive calibration of the substrate

material to be used in ,,rder to provide a reliable

In several of the studies mentioned above, a com-

baseline for the spectra. This requirement cannot

bination of methods has been used to monitor

always be met adequately. especially not when the
substrate is significantly modified due to microbial

fungal development in SSF. In the majority of

activity during fern1entation.

metric (Narahara et al. 1982: Larroche et al. 1986:

cases, indirect measurements were linked to gravi-
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Nout et al. 1987; Auria et al. 1993) or microscopic
(Nout et al. 1987; Davey et al. 1991; Schnlirer
1993) biomass data. Of the indirect measure•
ments, chitin (Wissler et al. 1983; Matcham et al.
1985; Desgranges et al. 1991a,b; Boyle and Kropp
1992), ergosterol (Matcham et al. 1985; Nout et al.
1987; Desgranges et al. 1991a,b; Schnlirer 1993),
protein (Wissler et al. 1983; Boyle and Kropp
1992; Rinzema et al. 1996), and laccase (Matcham
et al. 1985; Wiegant et al. 1992) are predominant.
In addition, CO, in effluent gas (Narahara et al.
1982; Larroche et al. 1986; Saucedo-Castenada et
al. 1990; Desgranges et al. 199la,b; Auria et al.
1993; De Reu 1995) has been used in several
multimethod studies. We made an attempt to
chart in Table 3 the order of magnitude of the
various parameters regardless of fungal species or
substrate used, at two phases of development. i.e.,
half-way in the active growth phase, and during
the stationary phase.
Most total fungal mass data estimated from
gravimetric or microscopic data are of the same
order of magnitude, i.e., up to 50-lOOmg TBNM
per gram of fermented substrate in the stationary
phase (all on a dry weight basis). An exception are
the estimates based on hyphal lengths reported by
Davey et al. (1991), which we converted using the
factor used by Schnlirer (1993); obviously, the re·
suiting biomass must be too high by a factor 1()().
Chitin, ergosterol, protein. and laccase all show a
consistent increase during the growth of biomass.
but differences of values between studies (i.e., spe•
cies and substrates) are of an extent requiring custom calibration of such methods. It does not
appear feasible to give conversion factors of gen·
era! validity for these parameters. Measurement
of CO, is simple and sensitive. but it would seem

of validity only during the active growth phase, as
the output is generally reported to decline during
the stationary phase.

III. Modeling
A. Importance of Process Modeling

Despite their long history, the design of SSF systems is still more an art than a technology. This is
in sharp contrast to submerged fermentations,
where mathematical modeling is generally recognized as a valuable tool for rational design. optimization, and process control. As outlined in the
introduction, SSF processes are hampered by i.a.
mass and heat transport limitations. These may
cause heterogeneity (gradients in temperature
and concentrations of nutrients, metabolites. water and consequently biomass). as well as over·
heating and desiccation of the entire bioreactor.
The heterogeneity combined with the fact that the
fermentation industry generally applies batch processes, seriously complicates trial-and-error-based
experimental studies, process design, and scaleup.
Mathematical models can improve our understanding of the complex, nonlinear behavior of
SSF systems. Therefore, they are very useful tools
to design experiments. interpret experimental results, and design full-scale plants. Physical problems encountered in SSF are very similar to those
encountered in, for example, heterogeneous catalysis and drying, where significant advances have
been made since the introduction of mechanistic
mathematical models. The analogy makes it relatively easy
set up models for the physical

t,,

Table 3. "Biomass" per gram" of fermented SSF suhstrate. (~olumns represent ranges <.)f data for each method. during
various stages of gro\.\-'lh. Rows represent equivalent data of several methods, insofar available from literature S(lurccs

c:u,
production
('"Log
n1oles/h J

---1.3 A (8)

By \VCi~ht
(mg)

100 S (4)

{'onverteJ
frorn
hyphal
length
( n1g)

Chitin
(glucosam1n,:)
(mg)

F.rgo~lerol
(µ11)

!'rote in
(n1g)

C'olonyforn1ing
unih
( '''log N/g)

Laccasc
( l! )

Capncitnnc<.:
(pf)

Pr<.:~~un;
drop
(mm H:<>
mm'}

l(XXJ S (5)

l{XlA(IO)

0.8 S (9)

200 A (-~)

'.'OS(lO}

Fluorescein
diacctat<.:
e~terasc

(ODi--15
Ill i11 )

30UOS(2)

6030 S
( 1o)"

-4.5 A (9)
-4.7
-4.9
-.~.6
-6.0

S (8)
S (9)
A (4)
S (4)

.'i() S (2)

3015 A
(10) 1'
50A(4)
70 S (7)
40 S (8)
50 S (2)
20 S (9)
20 A (2)
20 A (2:8)
3 A (7)
10 A (9)

2.4 S(6J

1500 A (2)

0.5S(I)
O.J S (5)
0.1 A (5)

1400S(2}
300 S (7)
250 /\ (2)
100 S (6)
20 A (7)

32S(l)

7 S (7)

--IS(6)

1 S (5)
0.05 A (5)

3 A (7)

0.5 S (3)
0.1 A{3)

0.1 t\(9)

A= active growth phase: S =,;tationary growth phase.· Pt.:r pl<1lc in ¾ludy (7).' Convcrt<.:d fron1 hyph<1l l,:ngth using conversion factor according_ to (7).
Key to references: 1 \\11,~l<.:r et ,11. ( 1983): 2 :-.out ct al. (1987): 3 Wiegant et al. (1992): 4 Larrochc <.:t al. (1986): 5 Boyle and Kropp ( 1992): (, rvt,11ch,1m
el al. ( 1985): 7 Schntirer ( 1993 ): 8 ~arahara et al. ( 1982): 9 Auria <.:I al. ( 1993 ): 10 Davey ct al. ( 1991 ).
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phenomena in SSF processes. The bottlenecks are
modeling of growth and production kinetics and
the experimental validation of the models. The
first bottleneck is related to the difficulties associated with biomass measurements in SSF.

mycelium, not to conditions outside the cells. as is
attempted in the models in category (3). Therefore, this model essentially has no added value
compared to the black-box kinetic models in
category (2).

B. Solid-State Fermentation Models

2. Black-Box Kinetic Models

Mathematical models for SSF can be classified as
follows:
I. Branching models describe the development of
fungal mycelia as the combined result of elongation at the hyphal tips and branching.
2. Black-box kinetic models describe experimentally observed growth curves without any attempt to take cause-effect relations into
account.
3. Particle-level models are mechanistic counterparts of black-box kinetic models: they predict
the experimentally observed growth kinetics
from intrinsic growth and maintenance kinetics
of fungal biomass and space and transport limitations on or in substrate particles.
4. Reactor-level models predict the macroscopic
behavior of an entire bioreact{)r based on a
combination of reaction kinetics and conservation la\\ s.
1

I. Branching Models
Prosser and Trinci (1979) successfully described
the development of young mycelia with a branching model based on linear extension at the hyphal
tips with constant rate and branching at a fixed
interval. Microscopic observations were used to
validate this phenomenological m,idel. This
branching model can simulate the initial development of fungal mycelia, hut its usefulness for design of solid-state fermentors is very limited: the
continuing exponential increase in biomass predicted by the model is not in agreement with
the decreasing growth rate that is commonly
observed.
Viniegra-Gonzalez et al. ( I 993) simulated this
decreasing growth rate by extending the branching model with a distribution function for the
number of hyphal tips that has stopped growing.
This model allows accurate fits of the decreasing
biomass production rate observed experimentally.
However, the gradual decrease in number of
growing tips is related solely t,1 the age of the

The logistic law (Koch 1973) is frequently used to
describe symmetric sigmoidal growth curves
(Okazaki et al. 1980; Saucedo-Castaneda et al.
199(): Sargantanis et al. 1993; Szewczyk and
Myszka 1994). A modified form of this law can
be used to describe skewed sigmoidal curves
(Richards 1959):

where r, is the biomass production rate (kgh- 1),
µrn," is the maximum specific growth rate (h- 1), i.e.,
the limit of the specific growth rate as the amount
of biomass approaches zero. X is the amount of
biomass present (kg). Xmax is the maximum
amount of biomass that can develop in the system
(kg), and n is an exponent.
Several other empirical relations are available
to describe sigmoidal growth curves (Zwietering
et al. 1990; Pitt 1993). The choice should be based
on the accuracy of the fit on experimental data,
taking into account the number of experimental
observations and model parameters (Zwietering
et al. 1990).
Empirical models for substrate consumption
or metabolite production, such at Pirt's linear
growth law (Pirt 1965), have been used by several
authors, either in predictive models (Okazaki et
al. 1980; Sato et al. 1983; Saucedo-Castaneda et al.
1990: Sargantanis et al. 1993; Szewczyk and
Myszka 1994; De Reu 1995) or for indirect ( online) measuren1ent of biomass (Nishio et al. 1979:
Sugama and Okazaki 1979; Narahara ct al. 1982;
Kim et al. 1985). The latter application has been
discussed in Section C.1.
No general guidelines for the best biomass
indicator or the best kinetic model can be derived
from the literature. Cell dry weight, glucosamine,
protein, and amount of carbon dioxide produced
or oxygen consumed have all been used in con1bination with black-box kinetic models. The empirical relation needed to describe the growth kinetics
may depend entirely on the biomass indicator chosen. For example, the glucosamine development
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observed in experiments with pre-grown microcolonies of Rhizopus oligosp,,r,,s on defined agar
media could be described accurately with the
logistic law, but a combination of exponential
growth and decay as proposed by Herbert (1958)
was required to describe the biomass dry matter
development (Fig. l: A. Rinzema et al., unpubl.).
Apparently. tl1e amou11t of cell dry n1atter decreased as the result of differentiation or lysis.
while the chitin skeleton remained unaffected. A
similar decrease in cell dry matter has been reported by Molin et al. ( 1993) for Trichoderma sp.
Although a connection to the decreasing metabolic activity observed in reactor-level modeling
studies (Sargantanis et al. I 993: De Reu 1995)
is plausible. this remains to be demonstrated
experimentally.
The reas,,n for the gradual decrease in biomass production rate associated with sigmoidal
growth curves may be the age of the mycelium or
extracellular limitations. For submerged cultures
of bacteria, yeasts, and dispersed mycelium. the
effect of extracellular limitations is usually described with black-box kinetic models such as the
Monad model. For solid-substrate cultures. the
onset of the gradual decrease in- specific growth
rate occurs at average nutrient concentrations far
above Monod-type saturation constants reported
for submerged cultures. Black-box kinetic models
can be used to link the specific growth rate to

average nutrient concentrations, but the model
parameters will probably reflect physical characteristics of the solid substrate instead of intrinsic
kinetic characteristics of the fungus. Particle-level
models attempt to link the decreasing growth rate
to local nutrient exhaustion in the immediate vicinity of the hyphae. or to space limitations.
3. Particle-Level Models
The goal of particle-level models is to predict the
occurrence of the sigmoidal growth curves observed for most solid-state cultures from intrinsic
fungal growth and maintenance kinetics and space
and transport limitations on or in substrate particles. The primary benefit of these models is that
they improve our understanding of SSF processes.
A potential benefit is in substrate design: these
models allow us to evaluate, for example. the effects of particle gri11ding. addition ,,f nutrients to
natural solid substrates, or the optimization of
liquid media in combination with inert solid
supports.
Table 4a summarizes the essential characteristics of two particle-level modeling studies supported by experimental work (Mitchell et al. 1991:
Molin et al. 1993). Three other studies in this category (Edelstein and Segel 1983: Georgiou and
Shuler 1986: Rajagopalan and Modak 1995b) are
not discussed.

Table 4a. Particle-level solid-state fermentation 1nodcls
System

Bi{lmass indicator

Principle of the model

R. o!igosporus on

Dry weight

Monod kinetics for glucose
uptake and growth, uptake rate
limited ahove a certain hiomass
level, diffusion of glucoamylase
and gluc()Se in the gel

Mitchell ct al. (1991)

Dry \\.'eight

Monod kinetics for glucose
uptake and growth, maintenance
has priority over growth, decay
when uptake does not cover
maintenance requiren1ents,
uptake rate limited ahove a
certain biomass level. diffusion of
gluct)Se in the gel. diffusion of
biomass over the surface

Molin ct al. (1993)

membrane covered
gel with starch,
overculture
R. o/igospor11s and
T. reesei on potato

dextrose agar

Fit parameters"

Reference

·' q 111 ",: maximum specific glucose uptake rate (mass/mass of biomass/s). ID,": diffusion coefficient for glucoamylase in
agar gel (m"Js), K,: Mf)nod-constant (mass f>f substrate/area). X,ma,: maximal amount of hif>mass in contact with the
substrate surface (mass of biomass/area). Y,,,: yield of bif)mass on substrate (mass/mass). ID~: the autl1ors replaced the
•
radial growth rate of the colony \Vith a diffusion coefficient for biomass (m-/s),
other syn1b()]s; sec Table 4b. Symbols
used hy Molin et al. (1993) have been renamed lo generally accepted symbols; one parameter indicated in the paper
turned (lUt ll) be superfluous.
~ Added by the authors, the paper does not state clearly how this parameter was estimated.
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Table 4b. Reactor-level models for solid-state fermentation

--------------------------------------System

Biomass indicators

Principle of the model''

Fit paramctcrsb

Reference

A. niier. cassava meaL I. protein during independent
aerated packed bed
determination of kinetic
with cooling jacket,
parameters (data from
non-homogeneous.
Ii terature)
nonis(>thermal
2. Ten1perature used as fit
variable in validation study.
(~() 2 and average protein were
measured in addition

I. L(>gistic law with
temperature dependent
parameters, maintenance
2. Empirical stoichiometry
3. Radial heat conduction.
evaporation not included

Saucedo ct al.
(1990)

R. oligosporus, corn
grit. aerated rocking
drum, homogeneous.
nonisothcrmal

determination of kinetic
parameters and isothermal
reactor runs
2. Temperature in nonisothermal validation
experiment; CO: and protein
not measured

1. Logistic law with
temperature dependent
parameters, maintenance
2. Empirical stoichiometry
and elemental balances
3. Homogeneous bed. heat
transfer at the wall and
evaporation included

Sargantanis
etal.(1993)

R. oligosporus.

1. COc in independent

1. Exponential growth with

sovhcans.
nearlv,
,
adiabatic packed bed
with gas recirculation,
homogeneous,
non-isothermal

determinati(>n of kinetic
parameters
2. Temperature and CO 2 in
nonsothermal validation
experiment.

temperature dependent µ.
flll maintenance
2. Empirical stoichiometry
and elemental balances
3. Homogeneous bed. heat
transfer at the wall and
evaporation included

1. Protein in independent

X 11 • substrate
composition

De Reu
(1995)

" (I) kinetics, (2) stoichion1etry, (3) transport phenomena.
b As: heat conductivity of the solids (W/m/K). a,: heat diffusivity of the solids (mc/s), a.,.., 11 : overall heat transfer
coefficient at the reactor \Vall (Wlm 2/K). X 11 : initial biomass concentration (mass/volume or mass/mass), r, 0 c_11 : initial
COc production rate (mol/m·1/s). µ: specific growth rate (l/s), n1: maintenance coefficient (mass/mass of biomass/s),
Tc,a: critical temperature above \vhich the fungus starts to decay irreversibly ( 0 (~). kc1: decay rate constant (1/s).

Mitchell et al. ( 1991) and Molin et al. ( 1993)
used defined agar media, which allowed the use of
cell dry matter as biomass indicator. Both groups
measured most parameters in independent experiments or estimated them from literature data.
Nevertheless, they had to adapt several parameter
values to obtain agreement of calculated and measured biomass and substrate concentrations in the
validation experiments. It is not clear whether
the need for fitting should be attributed to inadequacies in the models or in the parameter
estimation experiments. The study of Molin et al.
(1993) clearly shows a decrease in biomass dry
matter after substrate depletion, which is indicated indirectly by the decreasing reaction rate in
several reactor-level studies. Therefore, part of
the problems encountered in model validation
might be due to the inadequacy of dry matter as a
biomass indicator. Dry matter cannot reflect
differentiation of the biomass and allows no distinction between biomass and nccromass. Mitchell
et al. (1991) had problems with estimating the
initial amount of (viable) biomass, which were

also encountered
studies.

,n reactor-level modeling
•

4. Reactor-Level Models
Besides the nutrient and space limitations discussed in the previous section, macroscopic environmental conditions are frequently limiting in
solid-state cultures. Temperature limitations
caused by heat production associated with the microbial activity are the primary problem of largescale solid-state fermentations. Most solid-state
fermentors are cooled by aeration. Due to the low
heat capacity of dry air, the cooling action is based
largely on evaporation of water from the moist
solid matrix. Together with the incorporation of
water in the cytoplasm of new biomass, this may
cause an unfavorable water activity. Finally, in
tray fermentors (nonaerated static layers) oxygen
depletion or carbon dioxide accumulation may
become a limiting factor.
The aim of reactor-level models is to simultaneously predict the development of biomass and
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the limiting macroscopic en"'ironmental condi~
tions. This requires i11tegration of kinetic and stoichiometric models and conservation laws, taking
into account the relevant physical transport phenomena and phase equilibria in the fermentor.
Effects of limiting macroscopic envir,1nmental
conditions are incorporated in the kir1etic model.
Reactor-level n1odels can tl1us be used to evaluate
the effect of the scale of operation (heat losses
through reactor walls), solid matrix characteristics
(water sorption). or aeration regime (air flow rate.
te111perature, hun1idity).
Table 4b gives the essentials of three reactorlevel studies with experimental data (SaucedoCastaneda et al. 199(1: Sargantanis et al. 1993: De
Reu 1995). Black-box kinetic models were used in
these studies, and physical (transport) phenomena
were taken into account on reactor level but not
on particle level. Rajagopalan and Modak ( 1994,
J 995a) incorporated particle-level models in a
reactor-level model. but their papers contain no
experimental validation and are therefore not discussed here. For the same reason, a model with
black-box kinetics (Raghava Rao et al. 1993) is
not discussed.
Natural substrates were used in the three
studies in Table 4b, with the concomitant use of
indirect biomass indicators. Saucedo-Castaneda et
al. (1990) and Sargantanis et al. (1993) used protein as biomass indicator during the independent
determination of kinetic parameters, but O, or
CO, and temperature in the validation experiments. De Rcu (1995) used CO, to determine kinetic parameters in independent experiments, and
CO 2 combined with ten1perature to validate the
reactor model.
None of the reactor-level models predicted
the nonisothermal behavior of the fermentors using only independently determined paran1eter values. At least two parameters were ( re-)estimated
from the validation experime.nts in order to improve the agreement between calculated and
measured values for the biomass indicator (Table
4b). Saucedo-Castaneda et al. (1990) used the
most complicated fermentation system - a
nonhomogeneous packed bed - and, concomitantly. the most complicated mathematical model
with the highest number of parameters. Independent measurements were available for only a limited number of parameters. Missing parameters
for physical transport phenomena, kinetics, and
stoichio,netrv were estimated from the validation
"

experiment by fitting of model predictions on temperature measurements at various radial positions
in their packed bed. Furthermore, indepe11dently
measured kinetic parameters ½'ere reestimated. A
disquieting fact is that the very significa11t effect of
temperature on specific growth rate found in independent isothermal experi1ne11ts was rejected by·
the fitting algorithm. After the fit. tl1e model calculated the CO, prodtiction and the mean protein
content of the bed with acceptable accuracy. Considering the nun1ber a11d nature of the parameters
used i11 the fit, this proves neither the validity of
the model. nor the suitability of protein as a biomass indicator for use with this fermentation process and 111odel. Sargantanis et al. (1993) and De
Reu ( l 995) did not revert to such extensive fitting
procedures. The former au\hors estimated two
parameters for decay kinetics from the validation
experi111e11t, in order to approximate the observed
temperature decrease in their homogeneous
rocking-drum fermentor. They did not alter the
model or parameter values to correct the overestimation of the initial temperature rise. ,.-hich may
ha,·e been caused by an overestimatio11 of the initial amount of hiomass or to incorrect estimates of
physical properties. De Reu ( l 995) obtained a
good agreement between measured and calculated CO, production and temperature during the
heating phase of a homogeneous packed-bed fermentor (Fig. 2). using the initial biomass concentration as a tlt parameter. Furthermore, De Reu
assumed that lipids were used as substrate (the
reaction enthalpy was calculated through elemental balances based on this assumption). This assumption was based on analyses of changes in
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soybean composition published previously. De
Reu's model did not predict the decrease in temperature and carbon dioxide production rate observed later in the fermentation, because
exponential growth with temperature as sole limitation was assumed. The observed decrease could
not be simulated by incorporation of a logistic
model. which suggests that decay or differentiation affected the kinetics, as observed by
Sargantanis et al. (1993) and Molin et al. (1993).
Neither Sargantanis and coworkers. nor De Reu
measured biomass dry weight or a cell component
during the nonisothermal validation experiments.
Therefore. it is impossible to judge whether incorrect predictions of biomass development or incomplete kinetic models were the cause of
deviations between model predictions and experiment. Both studies indicate that improved measurement of the inoculum density. and decay or
other physiological changes in fungal biomass during prolonged fermentations require more attention, as can also be deduced from the particle-level
modeling studies. We expect that the biomass indicators used in the studies discussed above are
not sufficient to validate models that take into
account the metabolic state of the biomass. This
will require more specific indicators of viable biomass. Ergosterol (Newell 1992; Scheu and
Parkinson 1994) and esterase activity (Boyle and
Kropp 1992; Chand et al. 1994) may offer interesting possibilities.
5. Pitfalls
One aspect that is underestimated in available
modeling studies is the effect that changes in
physiology with concomitant changes in stoichiometry may have on parameter estimation experiments and reactor models. A striking example is
the anaerobic metabolism observed by Rinzema
et al. (1996) during cultivation of Rhizop,,s
oligosporus on agar with mineral glucose medium.
These authors observed a continuous increase in
respiration quotient in experiments with several
millimetres thick agar layers, long before 0 2
depletion in the gas phase occurred (Fig. 3). The
increase in respiration quotient was not observed
in an experiment with an extremely thin agar
layer. The ratio of accumulated CO, and biomass
dry weight also increased steadily in the flasks with
thick agar layers. This indicates anaerobic metabolism, which was confirmed in an experiment

under a 100% nitrogen atmosphere. Anaerobic
metabolism will seriously affect specific growth
rates estimated from CO~• evolution data, and considerably complicate the modeling of bioreactors.
It is therefore advisable to measure O,. CO,. and a
biomass component during independent parameter estimation experiments, in order to obtain
reliable kinetic and stoichiometric parameters.
Another problem that hampers rigorous validation of several reactor-level studies is the relatively high heat losses in small-scale reactors.
Saucedo-Castaneda et al. (1990) eliminated the
axial temperature gradients that are dominant in
larger packed-bed fermentors (Ghildyal et al.
1994) because radial conduction was dominant in
their small-diameter, noninsulated column. This is
probably also the reason why they could neglect
water evaporation, which is generally accepted as
the most important heat removal mechanism in
SSF. As indicated, the validation procedure of
Sargantanis et al. (1993) may also have been hampered by inaccurate estimates of physical properties. These authors neglected the heat conduction
resistance in the layer of solids and the heat capacity of the reactor itself - which is not allowed in
reactors of the size used. The nearly adiabatic reactor used by De Reu ( 1995) eliminates conductive heat losses to a large extent and is therefore a
better physical model of large-scale SSF equipment. These authors on purpose eliminated axial
temperature gradients. The inclusion of these gradients in an adiabatic system presents an interesting experimental challenge.
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IV. Conclusions
An adequate choice of method for biomass
estimations is determined by several criteria,
including:
• Why d(J 11-'e rec1c1ire a bionzass esti,nati<Jn? do we

want to design a system, or is a measurement
and control system the purpose? are we interested in total biomass, growing, metabolically
active, or reproductive biomass or even in
necromass?
• What kind ,,f substrate is use,/? can it be separated from the fungus: or are we interested in
the total product 0
• Whc1t kind of fermentati(Jn s_vstem (reactor) is
employed?
• Which G/J/Jroaches can he applier/: direct versus
indirect. on- or off-line?
Fungal ecologists investigating litter decomposition and fermentation microbiologists are able to
share numerous approaches for estimating fungal
biomass.
This chapter shows that there is a range of
options to suit various scenarios. Up till now there
is no approach which will fit in all cases, so a best
choice needs to be made, In general, a direct quantitative estimation of biomass weight per gram of
substrate is the most difficult to achieve. However,
in many cases, such a direct approach is not an
essential requirement and indirect approaches
may yield useful data.
Mathematical models can play a valuable role
in describing and predicting fungal growth and
metabolism in fermentation reactors. Several attempts have been made to develop such models:
there is still considerable scope for improvement of experimental designs and validation
approaches.
Exciting challenges lie ahead 1
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